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Info - Upcoming Events

FMA Closing Its Doors

I received an email from Dave Stacer 
leading me to this announcement on RC 
Groups about FMA.

Both Dave and I, as well as many of 
our club members, use FMA Chargers, so 
this announcement was very disappointing 
to us. KM

From Jamie Marks via RC Groups

“After 36 years in business FMA, Inc 
has made the decision to cease business 
operations, effective August 31, 2021. 
Also ceasing operations is the brand 
Revolectrix. 

Started in 1985 by Fred Marks, FMA 
has proudly served the R/C Hobby 
Industry for 25 of its 36 years. 

The pandemic brought multiple 
challenges to manufacturing FMA’s 
products in Asia as disruptions in supply 
chains and multiple delays and staff 
shortages at our contract manufacturer all 
contributed to the decision. 

As owners and officers of FMA, my 
brother Tim and I are reaching retirement 

age and looking forward to pursuing other 
interests. 

Over the years we have made many 
friends in the business. We want to thank 
all those friends for the support and 
encouragement. Most of all we want to 
offer a special thanks to the thousands of 
customers who have made this family 
business a joy to operate. 

The Revolectrix and FMA websites, 
including both stores, REVO USA and 
REVO Singapore, will become 
inaccessible in the coming days. Phone and 
email service will continue until August 
31. 

Our longest tenured employee and 
friend, Howard Matos, plans to continue 
serving the hobby community by offering a 
repair service for FMA and Revolectrix 
products. Howard’s efforts will be 
unrelated to the FMA and Revolectrix 
business. More information will be 
available from Howard soon.”

https://www.rcgroups.com/forums/
showthread.php?3956535-FMA-Business

Everything Changes. KM :-(

https://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?3956535-FMA-Business
https://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?3956535-FMA-Business
https://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?3956535-FMA-Business
https://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?3956535-FMA-Business
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Regarding “Lithium Ion and Lithium Polymer 
Battery Confusion” in the September 2021 Ampeer

http://theampeer.org/ampeer/ampsep21/
ampsep21.htm#LIPO

From Victor Madison via email
Ken,

I found your discussions and links in the September 
Ampeer on the topic of Lipo batteries to be very 
informative.  

However, I was looking for something straight 
forward and simple to provide to the members of my 
club.  Most of my members would find many of your 
links to be above their comprehension. 

I found this video on YouTube that explains the pros 
and cons of these batteries in "laymen's" terms.

LiFe vs LiPo: Which Battery is Better for Radio 
Control?

https://youtu.be/KXLvljqde0M
Source: TurboTurkey, April 3, 2015

My reply:
Hi Vic,

In that article, I was trying to explain that the 
batteries noted as “Graphene” were a type of LiPo 
battery that falls under the larger category of Lithium Ion 
batteries.

Thanks for sending along the link for the video.
I recently found a video to add even more 

“confusion” to the battery world.
In the video, Bruce Simpson notes that many 

chargers have a Lithium Ion setting on them that charges 
to 4.1v per cell.  He also notes that cells like the LG 
HG2 and Sony VTC6, both 18650 types, now have a 
recommended charge termination voltage of 4.2v per 
cell.

Is it safe to charge Li-Ion packs on a lipo setting?
https://youtu.be/xoRrjnwinOE

Source: RC Model Reviews, June 10, 2021
Gotta love innovation and progress!  No wonder we 

are confused all of the time.

Thanks,
Ken

Wrapping Up The 2021 Mid-Am

As previously mentioned in the August and 
September 2021 Ampeers, this was one of the best 
Mid-America electric flies in years!

Here are a few more photos that share what a 
great time we had.

Ken Myers’ RUA 2-4-10, 1963 
Minnie Mambo, Fusion and his 
version of the 4-channel FliteTest 
Cub are shown in this photo.

In the photo are two of Robert 
Throne’s planes flown at the Mid-
Am.

It was 
great to see Mark Wolf flying 
again this year.  Some of his 
planes are shown in the photo.

It was also great to see Tim 
Young back this year and 
flying some very interesting 
FliteTest models.  That’s 

Tim with the hat on in the center of the photo.  He’s not 
a kid anymore.

Keith Shaw is best 
known for his big, 
impressive planes, but he 
has a nostalgic side as well, 
as can be seen in this photo 
of his Chicken Hawk by 
Rick Sawicki.  Rick’s photos are used in the rest of this 
article as well.

Keith’s model was built from the Retro RC kit and 
beautifully finished.

http://retrorc.us.com/retroemoth-1-2-2.aspx
This photo of Tim and 

Jim Young, awaiting a 
chance to fly and shows 
what a beautiful summer 
day it was.

As previously 
mentioned in the August 
2021 Ampeer, Jim Ryan’s 
autogyro was a big hit and 

drew a crowd whenever it flew. (Photo on next page.)
http://theampeer.org/ampeer/ampaug21/ampaug21.htm#MIDAM

http://theampeer.org/ampeer/ampsep21/ampsep21.htm#LIPO
http://theampeer.org/ampeer/ampsep21/ampsep21.htm#LIPO
https://youtu.be/KXLvljqde0M
https://youtu.be/xoRrjnwinOE
http://retrorc.us.com/retroemoth-1-2-2.aspx
http://theampeer.org/ampeer/ampaug21/ampaug21.htm#MIDAM
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Jim’s Autogyro

In this photo Keith 
Shaw readies his 
venerable Comet for 
another great flight.

Roger Wilfong readies 
his “Flying Flea” for 
another flight.  It is not an 
easy plane to fly, but he 
always does a great job.  
While the vast majority of 
pilots use Spektrum radios, 
note that Roger uses a 
Tactic radio, as did several 
others.

Again, thanks so very 
much to Rick Sawicki for 
his great photos.  Most of 
the ones in this issue were 

taken by him.  Thank you Rick!!!
 More Rick Sawicki Mid-Am Photos can be found 
here: 
https://photos.google.com/share/
AF1QipPKKH6RrOdO6vZhl2wqkGbmWW63KPDdBu
MQ0yXY8zQiVApKBq9odWiGngqcm-LB-w?
key=YzJIOU5pX21SX0cwbWxjUVhGV2ZrNndYLUVI
WDRB 

Keith and I hope that you can join us for the 38th 
Annual Mid-America Electric Flies in July of 2022!

Thanks goes to all the wonderful fliers who 
participated and to those very special people who helped 
to sponsor this event!

Throttle Cut/Lock or Failsafe, 
Which Is the Safest?

From Doug Groutage via email
Hi Ken,
We met in 2018 at the Mid-Am. I 

was the crazy Canuck who crashed 
the Midwest Cap232 and Mark 
crashed my build of his shockwave. 
(It wasn’t his fault I think my 

stabilizer didn’t have a tight fit). 
I hope you are well. I’ve been reading the results of 

the last Midwest. I wish I could’ve been there. 

At my new club here in Victoria, BC they are having 
a discussion about safety and well there are some heated 
differences. Someone said “I wish we knew someone 
who knew Ken or Keith”. So here’s my question - if you 
don’t mind providing the answer. 

After finishing a flight the safety committee wants 
the pilot to turn off their TX then approach the plane and 
then disconnect the battery. They believe it is the safest 
option. 

The only issue I see here is if the fail-safe was set 
with the throttle on. However is there any likelihood of 
the Motor being activated?

I was always taught, and read, that the best option is 
to have a kill switch, put it into the cutoff position and 
confirm it’s off then take the plane to the bench. 
Disconnect the battery then turn off the TX. 

To me this is especially important when the access to 
the battery is from underneath the fuselage. 

You and Keith are well known here. I think your 
position will help us decide the safest procedure. 

Wishing you all the best,
Doug Groutage

My reply:
Hi Doug,

Good to hear from you. :-)
I called Keith when he got home from a flying event 

today.  We discussed your question and both of us agree 
that with 2.4GHz equipment that it is six of one, half a 
dozen of the other.  IF (that’s a big IF), the failsafe IS set 
or the throttle has a working throttle cut/lock switch, 
either way is fine.

Keith mentioned that the only problem with using 
the failsafe, was forgetting to actually take the LiPo out 
when the plane is returned to the pits.

Of course any 72MHz equipment needs the 
transmitter turned off last.

I would suggest adopting an either or rule and 
everyone should be happy.

Later,
Ken

And from Doug
Hi Ken,

Thanks for the quick reply. 
I’ve passed on your response to the safety 

committee. 
I added my two cents - I think the rule should be:
As per MAAC rules MSD 6 - General Category 

R/C Model Aircraft.

https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipPKKH6RrOdO6vZhl2wqkGbmWW63KPDdBuMQ0yXY8zQiVApKBq9odWiGngqcm-LB-w?key=YzJIOU5pX21SX0cwbWxjUVhGV2ZrNndYLUVIWDRB
https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipPKKH6RrOdO6vZhl2wqkGbmWW63KPDdBuMQ0yXY8zQiVApKBq9odWiGngqcm-LB-w?key=YzJIOU5pX21SX0cwbWxjUVhGV2ZrNndYLUVIWDRB
https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipPKKH6RrOdO6vZhl2wqkGbmWW63KPDdBuMQ0yXY8zQiVApKBq9odWiGngqcm-LB-w?key=YzJIOU5pX21SX0cwbWxjUVhGV2ZrNndYLUVIWDRB
https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipPKKH6RrOdO6vZhl2wqkGbmWW63KPDdBuMQ0yXY8zQiVApKBq9odWiGngqcm-LB-w?key=YzJIOU5pX21SX0cwbWxjUVhGV2ZrNndYLUVIWDRB
https://photos.google.com/share/AF1QipPKKH6RrOdO6vZhl2wqkGbmWW63KPDdBuMQ0yXY8zQiVApKBq9odWiGngqcm-LB-w?key=YzJIOU5pX21SX0cwbWxjUVhGV2ZrNndYLUVIWDRB
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Fail safe for plane must be set to throttle off. Verified 
when inspecting plane on initial inspection and first 
flight of each say. No exceptions. 
TX must have a throttle lock or cutoff switch. Verified 
each time a plane is inspected on initial inspection. 
After flying upon landing, throttle cut/lock to be 
activated and verified that the motor is disarmed - take 
plane to pits launch area advising ppl to stand clear - 
disconnect battery upon arrival at the bench. Then turn 
off TX. 

All the best to you!
Thanks Doug

While researching Doug’s question, I ran across this 
on RC Groups.

Turn On Turn Off - That's the question
https://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?

3942939-Turn-On-Turn-Off-That-s-the-
question&highlight=using%20failsafe

It seems that everything changes or is changing.

Radio Review Redux: FlySky FS-i6X Transmitter 
and iA6B Receiver

By Ken Myers
Originally published in the October 2018 Ampeer

http://theampeer.org/ampeer/ampoct18/ampoct18.htm
UPDATED: September, 2021

Updates include new observations, new links, and 
some current thoughts about this radio system’s place in 
the market.
Preface:
     I have been flying Tactic radio transmitters and 
receivers since May of 2013.

http://www.theampeer.org/ampeer/ampjul13/
ampjul13.htm#TTX650

     The Tactic TTX650 transmitter, predecessor to the 
now discontinued TTX660, had worked well and 
reliably for me for 8 years now. I have three TTX650s 
and a TTX660. They are easy for me to program and 
they just work great!
     There was no reason that I WANTED to change, until 
I learned, in July of 2021, that the Tactic line of radios 
was discontinued.
     Back in 2018, while I was doing research on other 
less expensive radio systems that could be used by 
beginners, the FlySky FS-i6 kept popping up in both 
online reviews and YouTube videos.
     "The FlySky FS-i6 is a great entry level 6-channel 
telemetry 2.4ghz computer transmitter..." is typically 
found in online reviews. This is not the FS-i6X that is 
reviewed here. It is the FS-i6X predecessor being 
reviewed in the video on this Webpage as well as below.

https://www.getfpv.com/flysky-fs-i6-afhds-6ch-
transmitter-and-6ch-fs-ia6b-receiver.html

     Another Webpage titled, "Flysky Transmitters: what 
to know before you buy", includes a brief look at all 
three versions of the FlySky FS-i6, which includes the 
FS-i6, FS-i6S and FS-i6X.
https://rejectedorigins.wordpress.com/2017/01/03/
flysky-transmitters-what-to-know-before-you-buy/
     "Review of the i6 Not i6X" Nov. 11, 2016 on 
Propwashed by James stated, "My initial thought was the 
FS-i6 would be a good entry-level radio. After using it, 
though, it's hard to call this radio "entry-level" 
anymore.” This review is no longer available.

FLYSKY FS-i6 Best Beginners Radio
https://youtu.be/kKgV3LhAwVo

Many of the video reviews on YouTube, for the FS-
i6, had titles similar to "FlySky FS-i6 Best Beginner's 
Radio" with its 268,925 views in September of 2021. I 
have found that the author of the video, Andrew Newton, 
is quite a reliable source.

On the bench: FlySky FS i6 radio
https://youtu.be/eE85-w3Fb4E

I watched the video review by Bruce Simpson, who I 
highly respect, for the FS-i6, NOT the FS-i6X.

 I found some of Bruce's comments interesting; "It 
has the usual sticks, they feel eh, I know this thing, it's a 
$45 radio."
     In the video he commented on the two antennas 
attached to the 2.4GHz module and states, "I think the 
transmitter probably alternates between antennas on a 
per-data-packet basis." One antenna is located in the 
handle and the other in the projection at the top of the 
transmitter under the handle center.
     Several of the quality "issues" Bruce noted in the 
video had already been addressed by FlySky in the 
newer i6X version.
     The receiver, that was shown in Bruce's video, was 
the FS-iA6B. The receiver that came with my FS-i6X 
was also labeled FS-iA6B. They do not have the same 
labels on them.
     Bruce's receiver noted the receiver input voltage as 
4.0-6.5V and mine is noted as 4.0-8.4V.
     I noted online, especially on RC Groups, that 
someone is providing updated and enhanced firmware 
for the FS-i6. The person who developed the 'alternate' 
firmware is not associated with FlySky.

FlySky FS-i6X and X6B receiver second look
https://youtu.be/WBVmkXN8HC8

 Quite often, Chinese suppliers and vendors have 
circumvented the FCC certification for their equipment 
and still sold their products in the USA.
     Before ordering the FlySky FS-i6X, I checked the 
FCC site to see if it was actually sent through the FCC 

https://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?3942939-Turn-On-Turn-Off-That-s-the-question&highlight=using%20failsafe
https://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?3942939-Turn-On-Turn-Off-That-s-the-question&highlight=using%20failsafe
https://www.rcgroups.com/forums/showthread.php?3942939-Turn-On-Turn-Off-That-s-the-question&highlight=using%20failsafe
http://theampeer.org/ampeer/ampoct18/ampoct18.htm
http://www.theampeer.org/ampeer/ampjul13/ampjul13.htm#TTX650
http://www.theampeer.org/ampeer/ampjul13/ampjul13.htm#TTX650
https://www.getfpv.com/flysky-fs-i6-afhds-6ch-transmitter-and-6ch-fs-ia6b-receiver.html
https://www.getfpv.com/flysky-fs-i6-afhds-6ch-transmitter-and-6ch-fs-ia6b-receiver.html
https://rejectedorigins.wordpress.com/2017/01/03/flysky-transmitters-what-to-know-before-you-buy/
https://rejectedorigins.wordpress.com/2017/01/03/flysky-transmitters-what-to-know-before-you-buy/
https://youtu.be/kKgV3LhAwVo
https://youtu.be/eE85-w3Fb4E
https://youtu.be/WBVmkXN8HC8
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certification process. System verification was checked at 
the FCC Grantee Code Web site.
     Here is what I found on the FCC Web site:  
FCC ID: N4ZFLYSKYI6X 
Applicant Name: FLYSKY RC MODEL 
TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD  
Address: West building3, Huangjianyuan Ind, Park 
QIAOLI North Gate Changping Town  
City: Dongguan  
Country: China 
Final Action Date: 06/29/2016
Receiver: N4ZFLYSKYIA6B  
Final Action Date: 04/09/2015

After verifying that it was FCC certified, I 
downloaded the users manual, in .pdf format, from the 
FlySky Website. The version I downloaded was not 
searchable. That gave me a “con” originally. Luckily, 
that link is no longer available.
      In 2021 I found the current manual here.

https://www.flysky-cn.com/i6x-xiazai-1
It notes of that page, the update date was Nov. 11, 

2017. That page also noted a firmware update dated Oct. 
23, 2019. That eliminated an original “Con” where I 
stated, "The .pdf manual is not searchable." It is now a 
“Pro” as this manual is searchable.
     The good thing about the manual is that the English is 
quite good.
     Unfortunately there are too many errors and 
omissions in downloaded manual. The way the sections 
are organized does not seem as logical as it could be. 
The transmitter batteries installation is in Section 3 of 
manual after the section where information was given 
about the receiver and hooking up the servos and 
receiver battery. The System Setup of the transmitter, 
which is universal to the transmitter, is located in Section 
7. The Function Setup, which is specific to each plane, is 
located in Section 5.

Some Problems, Questions and Concerns I Had When 
Reading the Manual

Statements from the manual are in bold font and my 
comments are not.

Page 4  
Interference may cause loss of control. To ensure the safety 
of you and others, do not operate in the following places: 
Near any site where other radio control activity may 
occur - Huh???
Page 5  
Make sure the model flies within a certain distance. 
Otherwise, it could cause loss of control. - And that distance 
is???
Page 6  
Each transmitter and receiver has it's own unique ID. 
Once the transmitter and receiver have been paired, they 
will only communicate with each other, preventing other 

systems accidentally connecting to or interfering with the 
systems operation. - Does this mean it is similar to model 
match? Since I only have one receiver, I could not test this to 
verify what they mean.
Page 8  
2.2.1 Transmitter Antenna  
Warning For best signal quality, make sure the antenna is 
at about a 90 degree angle to the model. Do not point the 
antenna directly at the receiver. - There are two antennas in 
the transmitter. One antenna is vertical to the face of the 
transmitter and the other is horizontal to the face. What does 
90 degrees mean and in relationship to what?
2.3 Receiver Overview  
The photo shows a FS-iA6 receiver and it comes with the 
FS-iA6B receiver. - The photo does not show battery and 
servo polarity.
Page 9  
2.3.2 Connectors  
Shows the FS-iA6 receiver and the system comes with FS-
iA6B receiver. - Does not show battery and servo polarity.
Page 10  
3.2 Connecting the Receiver and Servos Shows FS-iA6 and 
comes with FS-iA6B. - Again, it does not show battery and 
servo polarity.
Page 11  
4.2 Binding - This was previously called pairing ("paired") on 
page 6 - Unique ID Recognition System.
Page 12  
4.3 Pre-use Check  
Before operation, perform the following steps to check the 
system:
2. Check operating distance: one operator hold the 
transmitter, and another one moves the model away from 
the transmitter. Check the model and mark the distance 
from where the model starts to lose control. - exactly how is 
that done? There is no reduced RF output range check 
available.
Warnings in this section  
Danger Make sure the model does not go out of range. - 
how is that done?
Page 13  
6. Turn the transmitter, go to Main Menu, select "System 
Setup" and navigate to "Sticks mode" then make sure the 
correct stick mode is selected. From the main menu enter 
"System Setup" and select "Display" and move the 
joystick to make sure the the channel moves in the correct 
direction. - At this point in the manual, there has been 
absolutely no mention of how to enter the Main Menu, 
navigate the menus or what the menus are for.
Page 15  
5.2 Reverse Function - Appears to reference the menu with 
the wrench symbol but doesn't not say how to enter the 
Function Setup menu. There is a hint of how to navigate here 

https://www.flysky-cn.com/i6x-xiazai-1
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as well as how to save the changes that were made. This 
remains true for all Functions in Part 5.
Part 6. Helicopter Functions - again no mention of Menus 
and how to navigate.
Page 21  
7. System - Appears to be the menu with the symbol of a radio 
transmitter but it does not indicate how to enter the menu.

The Review of the Radio System
The FlySky FS-i6X system was 

ordered on March 19, 2018 through 
Amazon Prime at a cost of $58.50. In 
September 2021, it can still be found 
on Amazon for that price or LESS!
     If I had ordered a Tactic TTX660 
with a TR625 receiver, at that time, it 
would have cost $149.98 with my 
Tower Hobbies club membership and 

free shipping. The Tactic system was 
about 2.5 times more expensive than the FlySky System.
     The unit arrived on March 21, 2018.
     FlySky is the original equipment manufacturer 
(OEM) for Eachine, iRange, and HobbyKing's Turnigy 
TGY series. Each of the 'brands' can be found with 
different receivers in the package with them depending 
on who the brand is targeting. All of the versions of the 
i6X appear to be the same transmitter with different 
names on them. It does not appear that HobbyKing has a 
Turnigy TGY i6X at this time.
     The box for the system contained; a Quick Start 
Guide, the FS-i6X transmitter, the FS-iA6B receiver, a 
bind plug, and a cable for updating the firmware. There 
was no manual in the box.
     The Quick Start Guide is a 5 page fold out sheet. One 
side is printed in Chinese with English on the other side. 
The Quick Start Guide's font is EXTREMELY small. A 
quick read of the Quick Start Guide, using a magnifying 
glass, showed the same warnings as given in the manual. 
Overall there was really no useful information presented 
in the guide. There was no information in the guide 
regarding the receiver.
     The first thing I did with the transmitter was to 
wiggle the sticks to get their 'feel'. The stick assemblies/
gimbals felt loose to me, and had no tension or 
resistance to my moving them. Too me, they had a 
horrible feel to them, or really no 'feel' to them at all.
     Stick 'feel' is very subjective.
     Throughout the summer of 2018 I let many of my 
flying buddies give me their opinions about the 'feel' of 
the sticks. Some folks liked them and others thought 
they were sort of okay.
     The FS-i6X appears to have the same gimbals as the 
FS-i6, its predecessor. There is a review online of the i6 
that states, "The gimbals feel pretty good..." and "They 
feel nice and smooth and have a good center...".

     The gimbals on the i6X, in my possession, do NOT 
center well, as can be seen on the display screen in the 
System menu.
     I had read online, or saw in a YouTube video, that the 
non-ratcheting throttle could be tightened. I removed the 
back of the transmitter and found that only the tension 
on the non-ratcheting throttle stick could be tightened.
     I tightened the throttle stick screw.
     Before replacing the back cover of the transmitter, I 
inserted four Duracell AA batteries into the battery 
holder. No batteries come with the transmitter. I 
noticed that the springs that provide pressure on the 
individual batteries in the battery holder are about 1/2 
the size, and force, of the ones in the Tactic TTX650 
battery box.
     The transmitter turned on when the switch was 
pushed up.
     Next the manual suggested plugging the servos into 
the receiver and connecting a battery to supply power to 
the receiver.
     The servo and battery connectors plug in at end of 
receiver, not on the top. Neither the manual or labeling 
on the receiver indicates the polarity of the plugs.
     The receptacles for the connectors have small slots in 
them just above where the actual connector plugs in. The 
little slots looked like they should take a Futaba style 
plug with the rib on the 
Futaba connector 
indicating the signal wire.
      That appeared to be a 
correct guess.

The battery and servo 
connectors were plugged in with the negative wire, as 
shown in the photo, on bottom of case for both a 4.8V 
NiMH pack and the servos.
     The transmitter was turned on and then the receiver 
battery was plugged in. Since the receiver was pre-bound 
to the transmitter, everything worked.
     I unplugged the receiver and turned off the 
transmitter.
     The FS-iA6B weighed 16g/0.56 oz. compared to 
my Tactic TR625 at 9.65g/
0.34 oz.

The photo shows the 
FS-iA6B and a comparable 
Tactic TR625 receiver. The 
FlySky receiver is 
considerably larger.

While 
the transmitter was on, and the 
receiver plugged into the 
external NiMH battery, I noted 
that the bright LCD screen 
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showed the battery voltage of the transmitter 
(TX.V1), the battery voltage of the receiver pack 
(IntV1) and something called SigS1. It seems that 
SigS1 might mean signal strength, or possibly 
signal status, but there is no indication of that in any 
of the literature.
     An up to eight character model name had not 
been entered yet. The default of Flysky01 showed 
on the screen. The default icon of a plane was also 
visible. M01 indicates the position in the available 
20 model memory. The graphic in the upper right 
hand corner of the screen indicates the relative 
remaining capacity of the transmitter (TX) and 
receiver (RX) batteries.
     The values used to create the relative capacity 
remaining can be changed for the receiver but NOT 
for the transmitter.
     The backlight goes off very quickly and there is 
no provision to set the time that it is on to a longer 
interval. The short backlight time can sometimes 
make the programming harder than it should be. 
The screen is difficult to see when the backlight is 
off.

Programming
     Because of the graphics used on the front of the 
transmitter, the buttons, on the face of the 
transmitter are extremely difficult to read. The 
buttons are labeled "UP", "DOWN", and "BIND 
KEY" to the left of the LCD screen and "OK" and 
"CANCEL" on the right of the screen just above the 
on/off switch. The "OK" and "Cancel" buttons are 
used for different purposes depending on what 
screen is on in the menu and how long the button is 
held down.
     A quick press on the "OK" button is sometimes 
an enter button for a menu item.

     From the main screen, a 
long press/hold for a few 
seconds enters the 
programming menus. (I 
found that by trial and error 
and checking Web sites. 

Actually, some Web sites/videos had it wrong. KM)
Upon entering the programming mode, there are 

two sub-menus available. System setup (icon: 
transmitter) and Function setup (icon: wrench & 
screwdriver respectively).
     What can be changed in the menus is noted in 
the manual. Sometimes what is being changed, 

when it is necessary to change it, and how it should 
be changed is a bit unclear.
     For example, in the RX Setup there is a servo 
frequency setup. I had never seen that before. I had 
to look up servo frequency on the Internet. 50 Hz 
seems "standard" for RC servos using PPM. I don't 
think this has any effect on PWM. Therefore, I 
didn't need to change it as it doesn't seem to relate 
to PWM, which I am using for my airplane set up.
     In the Systems menu I looked up the Firmware 
Version. It was FLYSKY FS-i6X 1.0 30-Mar-2017. 
As previously note, a newer version of the firmware 
is available here.
     Looking at the stick movements associated with 
the model I was setting up, I found that Channel 3, 
the throttle, did not need reversing as it does on 
Tactic and Futaba transmitters.
     Channels 1 and 4 needed reversing for the way 
the RUA 2-4-10 servos were mounted in the 
airframe. The Function Setup menu was chosen and 
then Reverse Function (5.2). It was very easy to do.
     The second programming I wanted to do was to 
mix the rudder with the ailerons so that my 
RUA-2-4-10 3-channel plane uses the same stick 
movements on the ground and in the air as a 4-
channel plane. The mix worked when I mixed the 
rudder as the Master, channel 4, with the ailerons as 
Slave, channel 1.
     Both sticks are active when the "rudder" servo in 
the plane is plugged into the aileron channel 
(channel 1) of the receiver, but not when the rudder 
servo is plugged into the rudder servo (channel 4). 
When the rudder servo is plugged into the rudder 
slot (channel 4), only the rudder works and not the 
ailerons. Doing it either way on my Tactic TTX650 
and TR625 receiver allows both sticks to always 
function.
     While I was programming the mix, I noticed the 
beep associated with a key press or alarm is very 
low. There is no way to make the beep louder.
     The transmitter sounds an alarm if all of the 
switches are not in the "up" position and the throttle 
is not all the way down. The rotating variable 
switch positions do not sound an alarm by default. 
They might if they are an active switch. By default 
they are off.
     The model was given a name in the Systems 
menu, Model name menu (7.2). The model was 
named RUA, which used only three of the 8 
available characters.
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     A throttle lock was created using one of the three 
two-position switches. There were two steps 
involved. In System setup, Aux. switches, switch D 
was turned on. In Functions Setup, Throttle hold, 
Hold was turned on and the Value set to 0%. When 
switch D is in the up position, the throttle works 
normally, when switch D is flipped down, the 
throttle will not function.
     The other 2 two-position switches, the three-
position switch as well as the two variable position 
switches were not used in the setup.
     There was a hint that came up in the Throttle 
Hold (5.13) section of the manual. "To return a 
setting to default, press and hold the "OK" key for 3 
seconds."
     I had to use that hint when I mistakenly set up 
the voltages in RX setup thinking I could change 
the alarm on the battery. The alarm and capacity for 
the transmitter battery cannot be changed by the 
user.
     There is a 'hint' that the transmitter and receiver 
share information. Section 8 of the manual is RX 
Setup. Failsafe (8.3) is in that section, but for the 
failsafe to work, the settings have to be in the 
receiver. All the rest of the Section 8 functions also 
need to be in the receiver.
     I set up the failsafe (RX Setup 8.3) on the 
transmitter with throttle at 100%, rudder at -1% 
(that's right rudder, elevator at -8% (that’s up 
elevator) and aileron at 0%. It is very hard to do 
accurately. I lost my first settings because I forgot to 
press and hold the "Cancel" key after setting up all 
4 channels.
     The failsafe was tested by turning on the 
transmitter and then plugging in a power battery. 
The throttle was advanced slightly. The plane was 
held firmly. The transmitter was turned off.
     Once the transmitter was turned off, the motor 
stopped running and the the rudder and elevator 
went to the positions that were programmed into the 
failsafe. It worked as expected.
     I attempted to find a way that two servos could 
be plugged into two different channels to provide 
independent adjustments for aileron control. I 
couldn't find a way to set up two servos for 
independent aileron servos. A "Y" harness must be 
used for two aileron servos.
     The literature implies that this is a 6- AND 10-
channel radio. It only becomes a 10-channel radio 

when iBus and PPM are functioning. For an 
airplane, using PWM, it is a 6-channel radio system.

Flying the System
     On April 26, 2018, the system was flown in one 
of my RUA 2-4-10 trainers for the first time.
     First Roger Wilfong and I ranged checked the 
radio by walking away from each other. He had the 
transmitter and I had the plane with the receiver in 
it. He would give an elevator command followed by 
a quick blip of the throttle and then I'd walk another 
50 paces. When I reached the distance from him 
that I thought I would not exceed when flying the 
plane, I called it good.
     I flew the plane in a normal training fashion. 
There appeared to be no radio RF link problems at 
any time. The sticks just didn't feel right to ME, but 
the whole flight was well controlled and the plane 
did what I asked of it.
     I continued to fly the system in this plane 
through the flying season of 2018.
     Beginners and seasoned pilots flew the plane 
using this radio. When I asked the seasoned pilots 
how they thought the radio felt and worked, they 
noted that it was okay.

Pros: 
It is a very inexpensive 6-channel computer radio.  
It appears to work well.  
The tension on the non-ratcheting throttle stick can be 
tightened.  
Much of the information presented on the main screen of 
the transmitter is useful.  
The transmitter allows mixing of the rudder channel and 
the aileron channel.  
It has 8 character model naming.  
It has 20 model memory.  
The throttle lock is easy to do using the Throttle Hold 
function.  
It has a failsafe function that works.  
The .pdf manual, linked to in this article, is searchable.

Cons: 
The Quick Start Guide is useless.  
There are too many errors and omissions in the 
downloaded manual.  
How to enter the menus was not noted in any literature.  
The downloaded manual is not set up in a logical order.  
The stick tension on the rudder, elevator and aileron 
sticks cannot be tightened.  
The sticks do not return to center on their own very well.  
No batteries are supplied for the transmitter or receiver. 
(That is not uncommon for inexpensive radio systems.)  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There is no indication of polarity for the receiver 
connectors.  
There is no indication of what SigS on the display means 
or its significance.  
There is no means of doing a reduced RF power range 
check.  
The voltage values that indicate the relative capacity of 
the transmitter battery cannot be changed.  
The backlight goes off very quickly and cannot be 
changed.  
The labels for the programming buttons are difficult to 
read due to the graphics overlaying them.  
What and when some programming options should be 
used is unclear.  
There is no way to make the beep associated with a key 
press or alarm louder. (It’s pretty soft.)  
It uses a bind plug in the receiver for binding instead of a 
simple button press built into the receiver.  
It is not really a 10-channel radio when purchased with 
the receiver that came with my radio and used in an 
airplane.  
The springs that provide the pressure on the individual 
batteries of the battery tray in the transmitter are 
'relatively' weak, compared to others I experienced.  
It has NO TIMER!  
There is no ratcheting feel available for the throttle stick.

My Thoughts and Opinions
     This comment has really changed between 2018 
and 2021.  I can now recommend the FlySky FS-
i6X system for beginners, but why?  Even given the 
poor quality of the sticks with no adjustable tension 
and poor centering, having no way to do a reduced 
the RF output for a range check, not being able to 
set the battery alarm voltage for the transmitter, and 
having no timer, I believe this to be the best value 
computer style radio on the market in 2021.
     Even with a recent slight price increase, it's 
inexpensive for a 6-channel computer transmitter 
and companion receiver.
     The unit that I had worked and flew the RUA 
2-4-10 through the flying season with no signs of 
any glitch.  It was a very dependable and reliable 
system for ME.

Skymasters Indoor Flying Season 2021/2022
From Fred Engleman via email

Attention Indoor Pilots, 
   Skymasters President, Pete Foss and I are happy 
to announce that we have received confirmation 
from REIMAGINE Recreation Company, the 
Service Manager for United Wholesale Mortgage 
Sports Complex that they have secured Field #4 for 
us to fly indoors this winter.  Some of you may 
remember flying on Field #4 over the Christmas 
Holidays a couple of years back. Note: Field #4 has 
its own entrance at the back, northwest end of the 
building and it has plenty of dedicated parking.      
  You might ask why the change from Field #3 to 
Field #4.  United Wholesale Mortgage Sports 
Complex (UWMSC) has made many changes to the 
buildings since the purchase of Ultimate Soccer 
Arenas last year.    

Field #1 was located on the southwest side of 
the front entrance and is no longer a soccer field.  It 
has been reconfigured into partitioned training areas 
for United Wholesale Mortgage Corp. with a 
presentation auditorium.   

Field #2 the center and smallest field remains 
the same and will be used for lacrosse and field 
hockey.    

Field #3, where we used to fly has also been 
changed in its entirety.  The grass carpet has been 
completely removed and replaced with an epoxy 
floor from end to end. They are hanging netting 
partitions and the lighting has been upgraded.  This 
area will be used for volleyball and basketball 
courts.     

Now to Field #4.  It remains the same, a full size 
indoor soccer field with improved lighting. This is 
where we will be flying.         

Due to a the scheduling conflict with UWMSC 
it was necessary to move our flying day from 
Tuesdays to Wednesdays to retain our same 10 
a.m. to 1 p.m. time slot.  The Indoor winter season 
will begin on Wednesday, October 20th.    
  We are looking forward to seeing you soon and 
will keep you updated when more info becomes 
available.  Stay tuned to the Skymasters web page 
at: www.skymasters.org  
    
Fred E.  
Skymasters Indoor ED  

http://www.skymasters.org
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The Ampeer/Ken Myers
1911 Bradshaw Ct.
Commerce Twp., MI  48390

http://www.theampeer.org

The Next Monthly Flying Meeting:
Date: Saturday, Oct.. 9, Time: 10:00 a.m.

Place: Midwest RC Society 7 Mi. R. Flying Field

Upcoming E-vents 
  

Addison Oaks Float Flying 2021 
Sponsored by the Romeo Skyhawks RC Club 

Every Wednesday, June thru September 
Addison Oaks Oakland County Park 

Oct. 9, Saturday, EFO Flying Meeting, 10 a.m., 
Midwest RC Society 7 Mile Rd. Flying Field 

Oct. 20, WEDNESDAY, Indoor flying starts at the 
United Wholesale Mortgage Sports Complex, 
formerly the Ultimate Soccer Arenas, (details in 
this issue)  

August 27, Friday 1:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. and  
Saturday August 28 from 9:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
C.A.R.D.S. of Lansing 11th Annual Electric Fly In 

(details in this issue) 


